Advice for High School Freshman from Departing Seniors

Description: After hearing "I wish I'd known this when I was a freshman!" countless times by the end of the school year, my senior class decided they wanted to leave behind some real advice for high school freshmen. Here are some of the great insights they shared.

Link: https://bit.ly/3pFAoe0

Starting High School

Description: So what's high school really like? Is there more work? More stress? If you're having thoughts like these, you're not alone. Here are a few topics that commonly worry incoming freshmen and some things you might want to know about them.

Link: https://bit.ly/3CsaUbU

Getting Along with Teachers

Description: It's good to get along with your teacher because it makes the time you spend in the classroom more pleasant. Learn how to have a healthy relationship with your teachers.

Link: https://bit.ly/3Te56II

School

Description: Tips for getting a good start in high school.

Link: https://bit.ly/3cdL8x6